while

if (line has three times print title name)

end while

while (more lines)

end while

if (has knowledge print title else print false)

end while

if (has Lord print true else print false)

end while

print title name

Scan title for "Lord", "king", and "knowledge"
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if list[1] < file name:
    for some key:
        for some item:
            for each word:
                words = item.split()
                for each line:
Why is it important to know this?

A response to every request.

For any such service to implement a
common
communication framework, it is important to

The CAPP theorem: In a network subjected to

(rewritten)

will be affected

when connected - inconsistency -

delay.

(possibly) in-considerable.

- provide (patently illegal) information.

- count fill in the recommendations.

Possibility of action/decision open permission.
Consensus -

Liveness: "Something good will happen"

Safety: "Nothing bad will happen"

S. G. 1696 6 N. Lyman

Perspective on the CAP Theorem

E. Brewer, Lees Coopman, Feb 2012

Rule: How Changed

CAP Twelve Years Later: How the CAP Became Post 2000

E. Brewer, P. Papadimitriou

Toward: Robot, Dsl, Syr

Not